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Research goals
Enable executives to make high quality
decisions by effective exploration of the
decision and solution spaces using
engineering methods …
particularly, design of experiments (DOE)
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9 experiments, 27 points  predictions Configuration of controllable variables
can favorably impact a firm’s performance,
under good and bad environments
source: experiment L27 including full factorial
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9-step hill-climbing: a very effective process
 Our study suggests that this engineering
   method for designing decisions can be
   applied to enterprise decisions.
 Sparcity, hierarchy, and inheritance -
   all properties of complex engineering
   systems - are also exhibited by an enterprise
   – a socio-technical system.
Summary of key findings Case studies underway
 How to optimize client satisfaction for a
   risky Web-based development project for
   a global manufacturing company?
 How to raise profit level by $xx M in the
   next six months for a global electronics
   outsourcing company?
Decisions … decisions
What can I control?
How?
By how much?
What cannot be controlled?
What can I do about that?
Can I limit my down-side risks?
The problem in DOE normal form 
uncontrollable
variables
controllable
variables
outcomes
problem
 industry growth
 competitors’ attractiveness
 R&D
 IC yield
 firm value
 stock price
 gross profit
threat of hostile take-over
 SG&A
 op. income
 ADI orders
 COGS
 price
